
 
             

 

 

MICHAEL RAMSEY CENTRE FOR ANGLICAN STUDIES AND  

CENTRE FOR CATHOLIC STUDIES 

CALL FOR PAPERS: ‘FROM REBELLION TO RECONCILIATION: 

ANGLICAN-CATHOLIC RELATIONS FROM 1569 TO THE 

PRESENT- REGIONAL, NATIONAL, AND INTERNATIONAL 

PERSPECTIVES’ 

DURHAM UNIVERSITY, 17-19 SEPTEMBER 2019 

2019 marks the 450th anniversary of The Northern Rebellion (or Rising of the Northern Earls), 

an event tied to the excommunication of Queen Elizabeth I by Pope Pius V in 1570, and arguably 

the decisive rupture between the Church of England and the Catholic Church in communion 

with the Bishop of Rome. The city, cathedral and county of Durham was at the centre of the 

uprising of 1569. However, in recent decades Durham has become associated with dialogue and 

collaboration between the Anglican Communion and the Catholic Church, a cause strongly 

identified with Archbishop Michael Ramsey, Bishop of Durham from 1952 to 1956. To mark the 

450th anniversary of the Rising, Durham University’s Michael Ramsey Centre for Anglican 

Studies and its Centre for Catholic Studies, in collaboration with Durham Cathedral, Ushaw 

College and Palace Green Library, are organising a three-day, multi-disciplinary international 

conference to consider and review all aspects of Anglican-Catholic relations in the four and a 

half centuries since 1569, and the direction of this relationship in the twenty-first century. Short 

papers of no more than 20 minutes are warmly invited on all aspects of Anglican – Roman 

Catholic relations. These may focus on regional, national and global issues, and/or on 

theological, ecclesiological, liturgical, historical, political, cultural, ethical and humanitarian 

themes. Potential speakers should submit a 250-word abstract of their papers, and a one-page 

CV, to admin.cas@durham.ac.uk by Tuesday 30 April 2019. A limited number of bursaries are 

available for postgraduate students.  

For further details please visit: Centre for Catholic Studies Centre for Catholic Studies 

(https://www.centreforcatholicstudies.co.uk ) OR Michael Ramsey Centre for Anglican 

Studies (https://www.dur.ac.uk/centreforanglicanstudies ) 
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